‘I was impressed with this short
and concise update on the
latest changes in customs
legistlation.’

‘The course was
comprehensive and
easy to understand.
Business cases helped
my overall understanding.’

Portilog
SHIPPING │ FREIGHT FORWARDING │ LOGISTICS │ CUSTOMS
Practical port-related and logistics courses
About us
Portilog is an independent training provider.
We offer specialized courses focused on Shipping, Freight Forwarding,
Customs and Logistics and other closely linked subjects.
Our customers are port-related and logistics companies in Antwerp,
Ghent and Zeebrugge.
Like us, they strongly believe in lifelong learning and are convinced that
the best employee training and development are essential for the
company’s success.

Our approach
All our courses are practically-oriented and interactive.
Our lecturers are experts in their field, they know what is current in their
industries. Their theoretical presentations are combined with group
discussions and case studies and are therefore highly practical.

Your benefits
The hands-on approach in our courses will foster your company’s
productivity. Course-members can immediately turn their new knowledge
into practice.

More than 50 specialized
port-related and logistics courses
SHIPPING │ FREIGHT FORWARDING│ LOGISTICS │ CUSTOMS

Port knowledge (7 courses)
Directly related to the port, its players, regulations, customs and its operation in general. Some companies have included the port tour ‘Havenintro’ in their education programme for new employees.
International trade (3 courses)
In-depth courses about Incoterms and Bills of Lading focusing on possible ambiguities and misunderstandings that occur in everyday practice.
Customs (12 courses)
By combining these courses, the participant can gradually evolve from beginner to expert in the field
of customs and stay informed about the most recent changes in legislation.
Taxation and legislation (7 courses)
Courses on taxation practices and legislation. Participants stay up to date with the latest changes in
VAT legislation and are able to avoid fines, prevent claims and handle claims.
Transportation modes (3 courses)
Lecturers explain everything about cargo securing, air cargo and rail.
Chartering (1 course)
During 9 hands-on sessions experts teach all the basics of this lesser-known but nonetheless important
and fascinating niche market.
Logistics: 4PL (1 course)
Participants get a clear understanding of the structure and the possible manifestations of Fourth Party
Logistics.
Dangerous goods (5 courses)
Participants stay compliant with international, national and local rules issued to guarantee the safe
transport of dangerous goods by land or sea.
Reefer loads (2 courses)
Courses that focus on the entire operation of the cold chain, highlighting key considerations for the
transport of refrigerated cargo.
Masterclass Breakbulk (1 course)
Specialized training in a small group which bundles and disseminates the know-how present in the sector taking into account recent developments in the breakbulk market.
Operation of the Nautical chain (1 course)
Participants receive a helicopter view of the broader administrative and regulatory framework and
the principles of nautical chain operation.

Please check www.portilog.be for more details about the content, location and participation fee
of each individual course and possible grants or contact us.
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